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I. INTRODUCTION: description and area philosophy and objectives

The Social Science Planning Area was created from discussions related to the
1995-1996 Long Range Planning Review and the Social Science and Humanities
Planning Report. The new planning area curriculum has been up and running for
only one year (the 1997-98 academic year). Several former undergraduate areas
that had existed as either separate "specialty areas" (1. Political Economy
and Social Change 2. Management and the Public Interest 3. Native American
Studies) or as part of a larger "specialty area" (the Psychology/Human
Services section of "Science, Technology and Health") were combined with two
graduate programs (Masters in Teaching, Masters in Public Administration). In
addition, a new sub-section was created (Applied Social Theory). Thus six
areas that had had their own independent faculty and curriculum planning
duties were asked to merge and create a new plan that spanned and integrated
their respective disciplines. The seventh section, while being a new
creation, had been embedded in the thinking and teaching of faculty who were
in the other areas and thus has had a certain life of its own as well. At the
time of this writing (Feb. 1998) the Social Science Planning Unit has been in
existence for approximately two and a half years. The catalog description of
the planning group does not address a reality that in our meetings we have
long discussed and debated; how to create coherence of the planning unit as a
whole while valuing and supporting the specialized needs of the represented
disciplines at the advanced undergraduate and graduate levels. We feel we
have made substantial progress by creating a consortium model with
interdisciplinary entry level programs that lead to more tightly focused
disciplinary specializations at the senior and graduate levels. A later
section of this report will expand on the current functioning of this plan as
well as our vision of how it should evolve. Since this Planning Unit is of
rather recent creation, the following report will focus less on the history
of the subunits than might be the case of a Planning Unit with a long
history. Given how recently it was created and the diversity of perspectives,
experiences, and needs of the faculty teaching in it, this report will also
give less attention to what we have already accomplished and give more to.
what we acknowledge we must work to achieve and the ideals we are striving
toward.

One strong suit is that the group wants to maintain the importance given to
thinking critically within the context of social sciences. Faculty enable
this through program design and delivery. Books chosen for reading, seminar
structure, assignments and lectures are examples of implementation. Appendix
B has representative samples for these from recent or current programs. We
have already made substantial progress in outlining and delivering foundation
programs as well as sustaining the advanced level work that existed prior to
the creation of this planning unit.

Our underlying philosophy includes support for the central foci of the
college at large: skills in writing effectively, quantitative and qualitative
analysis, critical thinking, preparation for advanced work, collaborative and
independent work, working across significant differences, understanding
concepts and issues from a multiplicity of disciplinary perspectives,
applying theoretical concepts to life situations and practice and using
contemporary technology. Appendix C has examples of innovations in teaching.
Many of these goals are embedded in our area description in the catalog and
in our vision statement.



The next catalog will contain the following introduction to the Planning
Unit.

This Social Science area integrates anthropology, economics,
history, law, public policy, labor studies, management, political
science, philosophy, sociology, health science and psychology as a
set of tools for understanding society and the individual's role in
society.

The area has a diverse range of faculty who look at ways .societies
are organized and governed and the ramifications for class, race
and gender in global, national and local contexts.

Through our various academic offerings, we explore the evolution of
historical and contemporary problems: how they are understood, how
and why certain decisions are made and what differences various
solutions make for the quality of societal and individual
existence. We also examine strategies for social change in
historical, present and alternative time frames.

Depending on which programs are undertaken in this area, students
can learn management skills, including values and ethics and the
public interest; social, psychological and biological forces that
affect human health and behavior; and policy formation and
implementation.

Since all major social problems are deeply rooted in cultural,
philosophical, social, economic and political theories, history and
practice, the understanding and integration of these areas will
prepare students for solving contemporary problems and anticipating
new and changing realities.

The area also works collaboratively with the faculty assigned to
the Masters in Teaching Program and the Graduate Program in Public
Administration to develop the curriculum in the social sciences.

Our vision statement says:

Social Science Planning Unit Vision Statement
Final Draft as agreed at the February 5 meeting of the Social Science
Planning Unit

We acknowledge that our own philosophies, pedagogies, ideologies, and
disciplinary training create healthy tensions and continuous
dialogues among ourselves and between faculty and students. These
unresolved tensions lead to creative dynamism and on-going
conversations about what it means to be a "social scientist." Our
thematic approach to curriculum development ensures that these
tensions and conversations will push us to engage in a process of
continuous lifelong learning. To this end, the social sciences area
provides an interdisciplinary curriculum drawing from the traditional
academic fields of anthropology, economics, education, history, labor
studies, legal studies, management, philosophy, political economy,



political science, psychology, public administration, public policy,
and sociology.

Through this curriculum students will understand, productively
analyze, and address contemporary social issues at the individual,
local, tribal, national, and global levels. Students will develop an
understanding of the complexities of these issues and an ability to
engage in informed action.

The curriculum includes a variety of perspectives that treat the
individual and community in broad historical and contextual terms and
are explored through varied theoretical frameworks. Issues of race,
class, gender, and sexual orientation are critical aspects of this
endeavor. The curriculum will integrate these above disciplines and

:-\s in order to make the programs truly interdisciplinary and
multicultural. Emphasis will be placed on solutions to the social
problems that are analyzed. This will be done by incorporating into
programs a focus on community service, public policy, public
education, and social movements.

In order to achieve these goals, students will develop abilities to
write, discuss, and analyze critically and will be exposed to a full
range of quantitative and qualitative research methods and
presentation opportunities.

To realize this vision we reaffirm our commitment to innovative
teaching and learning. We agree to work together, utilizing the
natural tensions within the group to bring about new synergies. We
also agree to use this newfound energy, creativity and insight to
design a set of imaginative programs and consistent curricular
pathways, predictable in content, yet timely and flexible in focus
and emphasis.

To detail information on what we do and what both students and faculty think
and feel about the functioning and needs of the Social Science area we have
collected data from (1) a report completed in the summer of 1992 on an
assessment of movement of students through the "psychology pathway",(2) the
Alumni Survey completed by the Office of Institutional Research in 1996, (3)
backtracking enrollment patterns of students in advanced social science
programs in the fall quarter of 1997, (4) questionnaires given to students in
advanced level programs in the winter of 1998.

) This report is designed to focus on (1) four of the subunits (Applied Social
Theory, Management/Business, Political Economy, Psychology/Human Services).
These four sections could be considered as distinctive "thematic foci" or
each of which have some relationship to more traditional "major tracks". (2)
The relationship of these thematic foci to the other three Social Science
Planning Unit segments. (3) The relationship of these four thematic foci to
other planning units. (4) Goals and directions of the planning unit as a
whole. The remaining three segments of the Social Science Planning Unit
(Native American Studies and the two graduate programs) are creating their
own self study reports for the accreditation review.



11. Historical overview of Social Sciences 1993-98

As stated above, the Social Science Planning unit is made up of six segments
that had a rather lengthy history in independent staffing and planning and
one new section that has created its own identity. The following provides an
historical overview of the four thematic foci areas of concern in this self
study.

A. ORIGINS OF THE APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE AREA •• When the social science
planning group originally came together in 1995, there was an effort made
to create an overall vision for the group's curricular mission. Since
the group consisted of social scientists previously affiliated with
political economy, public administration, native American studies,
psychology, and management and the public interest, there were
significant differences of opinion as to what shaped the fundamental
vision for the group. Instead of trying to coerce a singular vision on
the group, the effort was made to be completely inclusive of the
disparate ideas held by various groups of faculty.

One of the results of this effort to be inclusive was to acknowledge that
one area of the curriculum should be staffed by faculty interested in
providing programs dealing with current public policy issues. In
particular, this group of faculty agreed to take responsibility for
providing a foundations program that supported the development of
quantitative and research skills. Additionally, there was agreement that
this group would work to provide a foundational knowledge of neoclassical
economics so that students would be thoroughly prepared to do more
advanced work in the social sciences.

Despite these commitments, it has been difficult for the applied social
science group to create the curricular offerings that were imagined at the
time. Most of the members of this group were economists and their other
commitments have kept them from being able to provide this foundation
program up to now.

B. MANAGEMENT/BUSINESS - This section has a long history as a specialty area
identified as such in college catalogs.

The catalog description of this specialty area "Management and the Public
Interest" stated:

Upper division work in this specialty area consists of a
coordinated studies program titled "Management in a Changing World"
for the first year and a changing series of advanced group
contracts, individual contracts and internships for the second
year. Students may take one or two years of study in this area.

"Management in a Changing World" is a year long program offering
a 24-credit Core that explores the particular problems faced by
managers today. It will cover management theories, organizational
functions, (finance, marketing, production and human resources),
management policy and strategic planning. Students may supplement
these studies through various four-credit courses or modules.

The faculty who historically had primary association with this area were:
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Bill Bruner, John Filmer, Virginia Hill, Duke Kuehn, Russ Lidman, Art Mulka,
Chuck Nesbit, Dean Olson and Tom Womeldorff.

The programs and courses identified with this area have been the following:
i

1993-94
"Management and the Public Interest" - two FTE - Fall, Winter, Spring
"Accounting Principles" was offered the part time/evening area

1994-95
The office of Institutional Research shows no management program was offered
though "Management and the Public Interest" had been listed in the catalog.

y

Two courses were given though the part time/evening program area
"Organizational Theory"

^ "Managerial Development"

1995-96
"Making Public Information" - two FTE - FW, one FTE spring
"Management in a Changing World" - two FTE FWS

> No courses were filled

1996-97
"Management in a Changing World" - two FTE - FWS

No courses outside of the main program were offered

1997-98
Through the new Social Science Planning Unit
"Designing and Managing Organizations in the 21st Century" two FTE - FWS

) no courses outside of the main program are offered
,•£

C. POLITICAL ECONOMY - This section also has a long history as a specialty
area identified as such in college catalogs.

The catalog description for the specialty area "Political Economy and Social
Change" stated:

Political Economy and Social Change integrates anthropology,
economics, history, law, political science, philosophy and
sociology. Political Economy and Social Change offers ways for
understanding the modern world and tools for analyzing contemporary
public problems. We focus on problems related to class, race and
sex - globally, nationally and locally. We are interested in how
such problems interweave and overlap, how they evolve, how they are
understood, how and why certain decisions are made about them and
what difference all this makes for the quality of human life. We
also analyze strategies for social change, historically and in the
present.

All major problems are deeply grounded in cultural, philosophical,
social, economic and political theories, history and practice.
Their understanding involves exploring basic analytic concepts and
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values (freedom, equality, justice and democracy) and their
meanings today. We look at societies as dynamic and ever changing
systems, compare them in different countries and cultures and
evaluate their impact on the everyday lives of all affected people.

!

Faculty who historically listed their primary association with this specialty
area were: Peter Bohmer, Priscilla Bowerman, Ken Dolbeare, Fred Dube, Angela
Gilliam, Jeanne Hahn, Peta Henderson, Larry Mosqueda and Tom Womeldorff.

The programs and courses identified with this area have been:

1993-94
From the catalog
"Political Economy and Social Change" - 3 FTE - FW
"Toward the 21st Century" - two FTE - FWS
"Woman in the Non-Western World" - one FTE - spring

Courses from the part time program area
"Global Economy" - one FTE - spring
"Labor Studies and Woman" - one FTE - winter
"Pacific Northwest Labor History" - 1/4 FTE fall
"Political Economics of Health Care Reform" - one FTE - fall
"Macroecon" 1/2 FTE fall
"Theater of Politics" - one FTE - spring

1994-95
From the catalog
"Political Economy and Social Change" - 4 FTE - FW
"Toward the Year 2000" - two FTE - spring
"Field School in Chile" - 1 FTE - spring

Courses
"Labor and Social Justice" - 1/2 FTE - fall
"Micro econ" - I fte fall
"Democracy at Work" - one FTE - winter

"Macroecon" - one FTE - winter
"Marxist Theory" - (only enrolled 2 students)
"Woman and Work" - one FTE - spring

1995-96
From the Catalog
"Political Economy and Social Change" - 3FTE - FW
"Global Webs and Reimagined America" - two FTE FWS
"Art, Culture and Politics of America" - 2 FTE FWS
"Doing Work" - one FTE - spring
"Field School in Chile" - one FTE -spring
"International Political Economy" - one FTE - spring
"Web Culture in the 20th Century" - two FTE -spring
"Marxist Theory" - one FTE - spring

Courses (all one FTE each quarter offered)
"Breaking Social Barriers" - winter
"Democracy at Work" - winter
"Democracy?" - spring



"Law, Civil Rights and Justice" - spring
"Legislative Politics" - winter
"Power" - spring
"Which Side Are You On?" - (enrolled 7 in fall)
"Woman and Work " - spring

1996-97
From the Catalog
"Hidden Histories" - 3FTE - FW
"Who Built America?" - one FTE - FW
"Working in Development" - two FTE FW
Courses (all one FTE each quarter)
"Mass Media/Social Change/Latin America" - fall
"American Constitution" - spring
"Field Work in Chile" -spring
"Money" - spring

1997-98
Through the New Social Science Planning Unit
"Political Economy of Inequality" - three FTE
"Rights and Wrongs" - three FTE
"Social Communities on the Americas" -
"International Political Economy:21st cent" -
"U.S. Constitution" -
"Black Feminist Thought" -
"Micro and Macro Econ" -
"Men and Women in America" -

D. PSYCHOLOGY/HUMAN SERVICES - This section had existed as a subunit of the
"Science, Technology and Health" specialty area. Within that area some of the
faculty psychologists and a social psychologist had offered one regularly
occurring year long program: a senior counseling psychology program and a bi-
yearly program that included a section on cognitive psychology. In addition,
there were programs of various lengths offered either once or intermittently
covering various topics in psychology, human health and health care systems.
Significant parts of the psychology/human services offerings were given
through part time/evening studies. The faculty, from time to time, also
taught with a human biologist and presented a program that, at the
sophomore/junior level, integrated psychological and physical aspects of
human health.Called the "Health and Human Behavior" pathway, the part of the
catalog description of the specialty area "Science Technology and Health"
that relates to the current thematic foci stated:

The Health and Human Behavior pathway has three main intersecting
branches: psychological counseling, human services and health
sciences. Workers in all three areas need to be fully aware of the
interaction of social, psychological and biological forces which
affect human health and behavior. Each branch needs to develop its
own tools, but with full awareness of the impact and complimentary
roles of the other fields.

Specialized programs at the junior and senior levels such as
"Science of Mind" and "Psychological Counseling" develop skills
needed in areas of human services and psychological counseling.
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The faculty who listed their primary commitment to this section of STH were:
Diana Gushing, George Freeman, Ryo Imamura, Carrie Margolin, Earle McNeil,
Greg Stuewe-Portnoff.

1993-94
From the STH specialty area catalog offerings
"In the Masters House" (the Senior psych program) - one FTE - FWS
"Science of Mind" (included a section on cognitive psychology)
"Social Organization and Change for the 21st Cent." - two FTE - FW
"Models of Health Care Reform" - two FTE in spring

Part time/evening offerings
"Culture of Psychology" - one FTE - FWS
"Psychology of Self Esteem" - one FTE - fall
"Psychopathology" - one FTE - winter

"It Takes a Whole Village to Raise a Child" - one FTE - spring
"Perspectives on Sexuality and Gender" - one FTE - fall
"Media Advertising and Gender Roles" - one FTE - spring

1994-95
From the STH specialty area catalog offerings
"Psychological Counseling" (senior psychology) - one FTE - FWS
"Where No One Has Gone Before" (included a cognitive psych units)
"A Sense of Place" - one FTE -FWS
"From Addiction to Wellness" -one FTE - FWS
"Health and Healing" - one FTE - FW

From the part time/evening offerings
"Solving the Problems of Sexism" - one FTE - FWS
"Life Span Development" - one FTE - FW
"Person, Sexuality, Gender" - one FTE - FW
"Gay Nineties" - one FTE - spring
"Psych. Aspects of Health and Healing" - one FTE - spring
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1995-96
From the STH specialty area catalog offerings
"Psychological Counseling" - one FTE -FWS
"Foundations of Psychology" - (sophomore/junior) - two FTE - FWS

) "From Addiction to Wellness" - one FTE - FWS
"Science of Mind" - with a cognitive psych module
"Jungian Studies: Directed Research - two FTE - FW
"Thinking and Feeling" - one FTE - FW

.

From the part time studies area
"Counseling/Leadership Development" - one FTE - FWS

i 1996-97
From the STH specialty area catalog offerings
"Multicultural Counseling" - (Senior psych) one FTE - FWS

i "Human Health and Behavior" - (sophomore/junior) - 3 FTE - FWS
"Community of Self" - (sophomore/junior) - two FTE - FWS
"Social Work" - one FTE - S

'

From the part time studies area
"Abnormal Psychology" - one FTE - winter
"Theories of Personality" - one FTE - spring
"Psychology of the Family" - one FTE - Spring

1997-98
From the new Social Science Planning unit

, "Psychological Counseling" - one FTE - FWS
"Self and Community" - one FTE - FWS
"Freud and Philosophy" - one FTE - spring

,
III. THE CURRENT STATE OF THE FOUR THEMATIC FOCI

) £
APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE: Faculty in this area did not provide this
information.

WHAT PROGRAMS REPRESENT THIS AREA IN THE 1997-98 AND 1998-99 CURRICULUM?
"Evidence" -2FTE - FW (?)

MANAGEMENT/BUSINESS
Business leaders want people who: communicate effectively, understand
their organization's strategic goals and values, work well with others in
abstract and complex problem areas, are capable of discovering,

i synthesizing and applying new info to emerging problems, who think about
the process used to identify and solve problems, who value learning new
ideas and concepts, applying new knowledge to different situations and
working collaboratively across differences.

The main tracks or disciplinary areas in Management are:
International Studies with emphasis on business and marketing
Managerial Finance, Forecasting and Optimization
Organizational Dynamics and Organizational Structure
Strategic Planning, Implementation and Performance Evaluation
Managerial Issues, Management and Decision Making

) Communication Problems and Techniques
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Critical Reasoning and Critical Reading
Business Policy

The curricular pathways available to students matriculating in and out of the
management programs are about the same for both "Management and Public
Interest" and "Management and the Changing World". Entering students that
fare best usually have some background in macro-economics, prior government
or management courses or experience, or background or experience with non-
profit or for-profit organizations. Clearly "Political Economy and Social
Change" students tend to do well. Many of our students are returning adults
who work full time. Their performance is mixed since their backgrounds,
motivation and discretionary time are also variable. Occasionally we receive
a student with a fine arts or liberal arts or even performing arts
background. The motivation usually is the desire to engage in some sort of
entrepreneurial activity.

Students who complete the program are mostly juniors and graduating seniors.
The juniors usually go on to internships. A few set up individual study
contracts to study or do research in very specific areas. A few go on to some
esoteric discipline close to their heart.

Program design usually occurs in the summer when the faculty constellation
has been determined. It is done collaboratively by the team. Decisions for
the program are made by consensus. Decisions of contracts, internships are
also made as a result of discussion. Since we have such few faculty that
teach in this area, the issue of core teaching is a moot one. We never have a
surplus of faculty and always have to supplement with adjuncts. This often
leaves only, one person in the program with prior experience teaching it.

Since both "Management and the Changing World" is both a part-time and full-
time program we automatically take care of staffing part-time studies.

1997-98 - Designing and Managing Organizations in the 21st century - 2FTE -
FWS

1998-99 - "Management in the Changing World"

POLITICAL ECONOMY
The Political Economy area has interest in hiring people who focus on race,
class and labor, social theory, U.S. politics and Political Economy of
Gender. We have a commitment to hiring younger people and those representing
gender and racial diversity and global perspectives.

"

1997-98 programs
"Micro and Macro Economic Principles: The Neoclassical versus the

Political Economy Paradigm" -1FTE - spring
"Political Economy of Inequality" -2FTE - FW
"Rights and Wrongs" - 3FTE -FW
"Black Feminist Thought" 1FTE - Spring

"International Political Economy: Understanding the Shape of the 21st
Century" -1FTE - FW
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1998-99 Programs

"Contested Realities: Power and Representation in Nations and
Communities" -3FTE - FWS

"Family, Community and Public Policy" -3FTE - FWS
"Political Economy and Social Change: The End of Prosperity" -2FTE -FW

"Social Movements and Social Change: Theory and Practice in Comparative
Perspective" -1FTE - FW

PSYCHOLOGY/HUMAN SERVICES

A study conducted in the summer of 1992 "looked for patterns of how students
moved through the psychology curriculum during their stay at TESC." This
study addressed two areas of particular concern in current curriculum
planning. Do students who take senior psychology programs as
their final program at Evergreen actually take the programs faculty design as
"entry" into the discipline and as "feeders" to the senior level? What
percentage of psychology students are "super majors?" In the 1992 study
the author concludes that one difficulty in determining anything about
pathway use is that a large proportion of junior students (the ones for whom
the "pathway" to a "major" in psychology is primarily intended) are transfer
students from junior colleges (70 to 90% depending on the year). These
transfer students have a wide variety of backgrounds and thus trying to match
their needs is problematical at the least. It was also shown that in some of
the senior programs, in some years, a fairly high percentage of students did
take the entry level program (up to 64%) but more often then not the
proportion was under 50% (down to as low as 22% in two of 6 senior programs
investigated). The study concluded that it was rare for more then 50% of the
students in senior psychology programs to have followed the pathway in even a
rough ("quasi-path") manner. The study also concluded that, again depending
on the program and year, up to about 50% (though more often about 24 -33%) of
the students in the senior programs had enough credits in psychology to
qualify as "super majors" (defined as 50% or more of their TESC credit in
psychology). This did not include any psychology credits transferred into
Evergreen. It should be noted that this is not as one dimensional as it may
seem since if a student transferred into Evergreen as a senior and took only
the senior program they would be listed as a "super major" without knowing
what they had taken in their prior three years. On one hand it is clear that
students come to the senior programs from diverse directions. At the same
time it is not quite accurate to say that the "feeder" program had no
functional nature within the pathway. First, as stated above, at least 25%
(and in three cases over 50%) did come through that route. Secondly the
feeder programs are much larger then the senior programs and were designed
for a variety of students only some of whom are interested in a strict
psychology pathway. Faculty teaching in those entry programs know some
students already had most of the psychology they needed but wanted to broaden
their perspectives about the nature of psychology, human services and gain
the interdisciplinary and multidimensional nature of human development
offered by those programs. Thus in effect they used the pathway "backwards".
That was a valid and valuable function (even if unanticipated).

As a result of the earlier study and other experiences, the faculty who teach
in the psychology pathway, met during 1996 to determine an ideal design for
psychology students within the Social Science Planning Group structure. They
created a "path" that they felt met the needs of the planning unit and
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offered students opportunities for advanced study.

A study done in winter of 1998 on pathway use and credit issues demonstrated
how seriously disrupted the psychology/human services track had become in the
past couple of years. The senior program has been consistently offered but
the entry program in 1996-97 was hastily thrown together with last minute
hiring. The overlap of content with the advanced program was too high. There
are also concerns on how to better orient programs to the wide variation of
credits either earned or missing for upper division transfer students. Some
students end up as "super majors" and others just barely get enough of the
basics. Students still seem to be at the mercy of a lack of consistency in
offerings and lack of advising.

Unfortunately, given the number of faculty teaching psychology who have
either left Evergreen or moved to other planning groups, there is a shortage
of faculty to make this vision a reality (of the five faculty listing
affiliation with the "Human Health and Behavior" area; two have
retired, one is retiring this year, one is now in a different planning unit
and one is currently in the Masters in Teaching Program. Only one new hire
has occurred, though two one year hires existed in 1996-97 and one is
anticipated for 1998-99). They believe they could effectively act on this
vision if they had additional faculty in developmental, social work and
physiological/cognitive psychology. The hire in 1997 and projected for 1998
in clinical and social psychology as well as a sociology hire are helpful.

One issue raised is less with the number of psychologists on the faculty at
large then that the "psychology faculty" are spread rather thinly throughout
the curriculum and have primary commitments to other planning units. There
is, as yet, neither formal nor informal structure for these various faculty
to coordinate curriculum planning across planning units, (see below under
"Connections of the Social Science planning Unit to other planning units" and
"Personnel" for specifics on faculty distributions through the curriculum or
lost and replacement hiring plans).

The envisioned pathway has two branches. One is more closely aligned with
a research/graduate school track and the other with a clinical/field work
graduate track. These would each have specialized programs at the senior
level (such as the current "Science of Mind" and "Psychological Counseling"
programs). For second and third year students there would be two
interdisciplinary entry level programs each of which would include a
psychologist and other faculty from the planning unit as well as from other
planning units. These entry programs would avoid the "super major" issues by
having no more then 20 of their 48 credits in psychology. One model of such a
program would be the previously taught "Human Health and Behavior" (or Human
Development) program that will be in the 1998-99 curriculum (see appendix B).
Another model is the "Self and Community" form that is in the 1997-98
curriculum (also appendix B for syllabi). Each program would incorporate
research and quantitative methods, writing, library research and other core
skills and content to be defined. We would coordinate with other faculty to
offer a me.re introduction to psychology at the first year level.

With the exception of the research senior level program, this area is able to
offer its pathway for the 1997-99 biennium. The major issue for the area is
that the number of available faculty in the planning unit and their
specializations leave sections within the track programs weak, too few
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faculty FTE available in relation to student demand and force the same
faculty to teach the same program year after year.

One serious concern raised by students (see the undergraduate survey below)
, involved the radical division between the two halves of this area (one side
having the "science of psychology" and the other "multicultural, clinical
training"). Better integration needs to be explored. This area should also
explore how to provide the track and allow flexibility for other offerings to
function as entry level points. Part time offerings make up a significant
portion of student preparation for the advanced program and graduate school.
This area needs to be proactive and clear on how part time programs will be
utilized, how consistent offerings will be and how it is advertised.

1997-98 Programs
"Self and Community" 1 FTE - FWS - entry level (broad interdisciplinary)

^ "Science of Mind" - 3 FTE- FWS - (the research track)
"Psychological Counseling: A multicultural Focus - 1FTE - FWS (the

clinical track)

1998-99
"Health and Human Development" - 4 FTE - FWS - interunit entry level

) "Psychological Counseling: A Multicultural Focus (clinical track)
No research track program is offered

IV. CONNECTION OF THE ABOVE FOUR SUBGROUPS TO THE REST OF THE PLANNING
UNIT

These four foci groups meet twice per quarter with the other three sections
of the planning group (see the planning group covenant under
"Administration"). Social sciences are a large segment of the curriculum with
a relatively small percentage of social science faculty having affiliation to

) this planning unit. Within the unit there still must be many pieces that need
filling and so compete with one another for available faculty. When one
considers additional needs of staffing first year and interunit programs the
problem becomes more severe. Discussions of curricular planning within the
unit involve creation and staffing of future programs, issues of common
concerns in teaching, how to honor leave and rotational needs of individual
faculty and what each subunit needs in curricular support from the other
areas. For example: the Masters in Teaching program relies on the four
undergraduate foci groups to provide the proper course work for Evergreen
students who need to fill specific undergraduate "endorsement" requirements
for teaching. The social sciences must regularly provide credits in such

•j areas as history, political science as well as (hopefully) include the human
biology requirement within a broad interdisciplinary program for students who
would not take an all science program. The program "Health and Human
Development" traditionally provides that credit. Currently the "Native
American" section is discussing, writing and planning to create some place in
the curriculum outside of this Planning Unit. At this point they have been
able to maintain a separate heading in the catalog as well as cross list
their core program within this Planning Unit. The undergraduate management
area has an important responsibility in preparing Evergreen graduates for the
Masters in Public Administration program.

. The Social Science curriculum:1999-2000 (Build to 375 students in social
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science plus 20% to First Year and Cross divisional programs)

Foundation programs:
1. PESC foundation: Bohmer, PE hire, FW only?
2. Modern American Capitalism: Lassen, Bowerman, FW
3. Self and Community: Nasser, social psych hire

Advanced:
Multicultural counseling: Freeman
Philosophy of Religion: Nasser, Bowerman S
Addictions: McNeil (post-retirement)
Management: Olson, management hire
•Contracts/SOS: Papworth (post-retirement), Margolin (S only)

MPA: Stumpff(1/2), Bantz, Kuehn or Weeks? (Kuehn to Tacoma??), Quant. Methods
hire, Shariff s^ I

MIT: Kido, Mosqueda, Peterson, Y., Nakasone ,

NAS: Parker

To Core: Geri, Ford, Walton (F only), Hubbard (1-2 .quarters)

Cross-divisional:
Latin American Studies: Gomez, Henderson, P., Womeldorff, Nelson, A.
Property: Lassen, Levensky (S only)
Intro to Environmental Studies: Dobbs, Tucker, Tabbutt, K. }

Black and Green: Gilliam, Hill, P. (S only)
Maritime Studies: Filmer (is this a cross with Environmental Studies

or just in social science?)
Data to Information: Sugiyama, Shulman

•
Other:

Library: Bruner, Hahn, Hubbard (1-2 quarters)
Sabbatical: Diffendal, Margolin, Walton

Unassigned:
Coontz, Gilliam (FW), Lidman, Sociologist hire, Leahy, Jun

V. CONNECTION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE PLANNING UNIT TO OTHER PLANNING UNITS

One serious issue for social science planning is that this planning unit has
little control over most of the social science curriculum. As stated above,
in a number of disciplines faculty have commitments in different planning
units. For example psychology, sociology and social work faculty are in
"Language, Text and Culture". The same is true of political science, and
business faculty. Some relevant faculty are also in the "Environmental
Studies" Planning Unit. Also as stated above, faculty from the Social Science
Planning unit have substantial commitments to teaching first year programs.
About 20% of the first year program teaching faculty are contributed by the
planning unit. This is a critical theme that has led to much discussion since
this spread of faculty, coupled with recent retirements and leaves, means
that only a percentage of so - called "Social science" faculty are available
to staff an area of the curriculum as broad as is this planning unit. Though
there are significant informal discussions among faculty that help create
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cross-planning unit teams and programs, no regular formal college mechanism
exists to insure the discussions and curriculum planning that would better
insure the consistency and coverage that we desire.

•, Despite the issues raised, each year important inter-planning unit programs
are created. Examples in 1997-98 are "Science of Mind" and "Images: Physical
Speculations on Unknown Realities". For 1998-99 examples are: "Contested
Realities: Power and Representation in Nations and Communities" and "Human
Health and Development".

J
VI. PERSONNEL:

A. Faculty profile

Faculty who currently list their primary affiliation in the
j Social Science Planning unit and their profile as given in the student

advising handbook are:

Don Bantz: Public Administration, B.A. Management/Marketing 1970, M.P.A. USC
1972, D.P.A. USC 1988, teaches public administration, public policy, health
and human services administration, community organization/development, law,

) organizational behavior/development/change

Peter Bohmer: Economics, B.S. Economic and Math MIT 1965, Ph.D. Economics U.
Mass. 1985, teaches economics, political economy, social movements,
comparative systems

,
Priscilla Bowerman: Economics, A.B. Economics Vasser 1966, M.A. Economics
Yale 1967, M. Philosophy Yale 1971, teaches economics, government, political
economy, social policy, social theory, woman's studies

Bill Bruner: B.A. Economics & Mathematics, Western Washington University,
) 1967, Graduate Study in Economics, University of Maryland, 1970, Teaches

Economics, Management.

Stephanie Coontz: B.A. History, U.C. Berkeley 1966, M.A. European History,
University of Washington 1970. Teaches American Economic and European
History, Expository Writing, Family Studies, Third World History, Women's
Studies.

Elizabeth Diffendal: A.B. Social Anthropology, Ohio State University 1965,
M.A. Cultural Anthropology, U.C.L.A. 1968, Ph.D. Applied Anthropology, Union
Institute 1986. Teaches anthropology, applied social research, cross-cultural

, child development, cultural anthropology, human services planning and
evaluation.

Carolyn Dobbs (convener of the area): B.A. History & Political Science,
Memphis State University, 1963, M.A. Political Science, University of
Kentucky, 1966, Masters in Urban Planning, U. of Washington, 1968. Ph.D.

) Urban Planning, U. of Washington 1986. Teaches agriculture, children's
literature, community organization and development, environment studies
issues, state and local government, land use, research methods, urban and
rural planning.

John Filmer: B.S. in Agriculture, Cornell University 1956, B.A.E. in .
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Agriculture Engineering, Cornell 1957, M.S. Hydraulic Engineering, Colorado
State University 1964, Ph.D. Fluid Mechanics, Colorado State University 1966.
Teaches commerce, management, transportation, and sailing.

Theresa Ford: B.A. English, Whitman College 1983, EdM. Secondary Education,
Washington State University 1988, Ph.D. Literary Education, WSU, 1993.
Teaches education.

George Freeman: B.A. Liberal Arts, Secondary Education, Adams State College
1977, M.A. Clinical Psychology, Southern Illinois University 1984, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychology, Southern Illinois University 1990. Teaches psychology,
multiculturalism, autobiography, politics of sexual identity.

Laurence Geri: B.A. Economics, University of Washington 1980, M.P.A. Policy
Analysis & Evaluation, George Washington University 1982, D.P.A. University
of Southern California, 1996. Teaches economics and public administration.

Angela Gilliam: B.A. Latin American Studies, U.C.L.A. 1958, Ph.D. Union
Graduate School, 1975. Fullbright Scholar 1994. Teaches race, gender and
class; Latin American Studies; ethnology; Pacific Studies and Brazil.

Jose Gomez: B.A. Spanish, Journalism and Education, University of Wyoming
1965, J.D. Harvard Law School, 1981. Teaches civil rights and liberties,
first amendment law, school law, non-profit management, Spanish language,
Spanish and Latin American literature.

Jeanne Hahn: B.A. Political Science, University of Oregon 1962, M.A.
Political Science, University of Chicago 1964, AB.D. Political Science,
University of Chicago 1968. Teaches international political economy, U.S.
history and politics, constitutional law; race, class and gender, political
science, political theory, contemporary India.

Peta Henderson: B.A. History, Swarthmore College 1958; M.A. Anthropology,
McGill University 1969; Ph.D. Anthropology, University of Connecticut 1976.
Teaches social science, socio-culture theory, ethnography, Latin American
Studies, political economy; race, class & gender, feminist theory, cultural
studies.

•
Taylor Hubbard: B.A. History & Business, University of Vermont 1966; M.A.
History, San Francisco State University 1968; Master of Library Science,
U.C.L.A. 1969. Teaches library science, history, business.

Heesoon Jun: B.S. Psychology, Washington State University 1971; M.A.
Clinical Psychology, Radford University 1972; Ph.D. Educational Psychology,
U. of Washington 1982. Teaches psychology, cross-cultural studies.

Janice Kido: B.Ed. Secondary Speech Education, University of Hawaii, 1965;
M.A. Speech Communication, University of Hawaii 1970; Ph.D. Cross-cultural
Communication, Union Institute 1995. Teaches education, cross-cultural
communication & perception, oral interpretation of literature.

Pauletta King: B.A. 1988, M.Ed. Curriculum and Instruction 1993, Teaches
education
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Lowell Kuehn: B.A. Sociology, University of Redlands 1967; M.A. Sociology,
U. of Washington 1969; Ph.D. Sociology, U. of Washington 1973. Teaches
criminology, marketing, organizational psychology, public administration,
public policy, quantitative methods, social science research methods,

, sociology of organizations.

Gerald Lassen: B.A. Mathematics, University of Texas 1960; M.A. Economics,
University of Wisconsin 1967. Teaches political and economic content of
public administration, managing fiscal resources, political economy, public
policy, environmental design.

>
Daniel Leahy: B.A. Economics, Seattle University 1965; M.P.A. New York
University 1970. Teaches public administration, public policy, labor
studies.

, Russell Lidman: B.S. Electrical Engineering, Cornell University 1966; M.'P.A.
Princeton University 1968; M.S. Economics, University of Wisconsin at Madison
1970; Ph.D. Economics, U. of Wisconsin-Madison 1972. Fulbright Scholar 1994.
Teaches public policy, economics and administration.

Sam Lockwood: B.S. Psychology 1963, M.S. Early Childhood Ed. 1978, Teaches
) education

Carrie Margolin: B.A. Psychology & Mathematics, Hofstra University 1976;
Ph.D. Experimental Psychology, Dartmouth College 1981. Teaches cognitive and
experimental psychology, animal language, attention, eye witness testimony,
statistics, research design & methodology, cultural religious studies
(Judaism), gay/lesbian studies.

Earle McNeil: B.S. Chemistry, Washington State University 1964; M.A.
Sociology, Washington State University 1965. Teaches addiction studies,
corrections, counseling, human development, social psychology, social welfare

) and social work, sociology.

Marg Mahoric: B.A. Management and Human Services 1987, M.S. Education/Adult
Learning 1993, Ph.D Education/Adult Learning 1997, Teaches Management

Linda Moon Stumpff: B.A. Political Science UC Berkeley, M.A. Public
} Administration USC 1991, Ph.D Public Administration USC 1996, Teaches Native

American Resource Policy, Management in the Public Interest

Lawrence Mosqueda: B.S. Political Science, Iowa State University 1971; M.A.
Political Science, University of Washington 1973, Ph.D. Political Science, U

j of Washington 1979. Teaches political science, political economy, U.S.
history, U.S. foreign policy, minority studies, Chicano studies, theories of
social & political change.

Raul Nakasone (Suarez): Credentials in Secondary Education, Mathematics,
Physics and Chemistry, Enrique Guzman y Valle National University of

; Education 1968; M.A. Teaching Physics, Lewis & Clark College 1973. Teaches
education.

Alan Nasser: A.B. Classical & Modern Languages, St. Peter's College 1961;
Ph.D Philosophy, Indiana University 1971. Teaches Freudian Studies, Marxian
studies, philosophy, philosophy of language, philosophy of psychology,
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philosophy of social sciences, political economy, religious studies,
sociology, sociology of science.

Alan Parker: B.A. Philosophy, St. Thomas Seminary 1964; J.D. U.C.L.A. 1972.
Teaches law, Native American Studies.

•

Yvonne Peterson: B.A. Elementary Education, Western Washington University
1973; B.A. Ethnic Studies, Western Washington University 1973; M.A. Political
Science, University of Arizona 1982. Teaches education, multicultural
studies.

Gary Peterson: B.A. Human Services 1992, Teaches Native American Studies
"

Zahid Shariff: M.P.A. Karachi University Pakistan; D.P.A. New York
University 1966. Teaches public administration, public sector economics, and
third world studies.

-

Masao Sugiyama: B.A. Eastern Washington University 1963; M.S. Western
Washington University 1967; Ph.D. Washington State University 1975.
Teaches mathematics.

)

Paul Tamburro: B.A. Social Service & Sociology, University of New Hampshire
1980; M.A. English Language & Linguistics, U. of New Hampshire 1982; M.S.W.
Child & Family Services, Salem State College 1990. Teaches Native American
Studies.

Michael Vavrus: B.A. Political Science, Drake University 1970; M.A.
Comparative & International Education, Michigan State University 1975; Ph.D.
Instructional Development & Technology, Michigan State University 1978.
Teaches education.

Sherry Walton: B.A. Education, Auburn University 1970; M.A. Education,
Developmental Reading, Auburn University 1977; Ph.D. Theories in Reading,
Research & Evaluation Methodology, University of Colorado 1980. Teaches
education, literacy, and learning theory.

Gregory Weeks: B.S. Economics, Iowa State College 1969; M.S. Economics,
Pittsburgh State College 1972; Ph.D. Economics, Washington State University
1978. Teaches economic theory, labor economics, econometrics, public policy
and management

B. FACULTY LEAVING AND HIRED • 1993-98

During this five year period the following faculty left Evergreen. Some of
the retired faculty continue on a one quarter per year post-retirement
teaching plan and may do that teaching through this planning unit. The
consequences of these losses are also described.

i

APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE: No data on this was supplied by the faculty teaching
in this area.

MANAGEMENT/BUSINESS
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1990 - Guy Adams left
1992 Neils Skov retired and Virginia Hill moved to another planning area
1993 Chuck Nesbit moved to another planning area
Bill Brunner is Dean of the Library - not currently available for teaching

i Duke Kuehn is in the Masters in Public Administration program and generally
not available to the undergraduate area

Tom Womeldorff has moved to the Environmental Studies planning unit
Art Molka will retire this year
Dean Olson will return in 1998

We have been requesting new hires for over five years. The Planning Unit has
recommended hires the last two years, perhaps three. There is always a demand
for this program which enjoys a sterling reputation in the community. The
level of that demand is not as high as it was in the 80's largely due to
inadequate promotional and marketing efforts. If any program "showcases" the

!) essence of Evergreen to the community, especially to conventional students it
is this one. Graduates universally praise the training they receive in this
program even years afterward.

The dilemma seems to be that although the program is strongly supported by
the Olympia community and by the Provost, some faculty members do not see the
area as belonging in a liberal arts curriculum or see it as a needless drain
on faculty resources and one whose pedagogy they disagree with; usually
because they do not understand it or choose not to believe what they are told
about it by its faculty and students.

j The program is in dire need of faculty support and new hires. It had been in
existence since the late seventies. It deserves broad faculty support and
concern despite any real or perceived ideological objections.

Political economy: Two faculty have retired: Fred Dube and Ken Dolbeare.
They take with them specialties in racism, U.S. politics and social theory.

)
Psychology/ Human Services

Four faculty have left - all by retirement: Fred Dube, Diana
Gushing, Greg Stuewe-Portnoff, Earle McNeil (winter 1998). As a
consequence the following areas of expertise were lost: Social
Psychology, addiction studies, research methods, advanced
statistics, child psychopathology, human development, clinical
psychology, abnormal psychology, identity development, cognition
and perception, memory, politics of race and racism.

One replacement was hired in 1997 (clinical) and one is schedule
) for 1998 (social psychology). The sociology hire, also scheduled

for 1998, could be a person valuable to this teaching area.

The other three subareas, Native American Studies, Masters in Teaching and
Masters in Public Administration have done their listing within their own
study reviews.

* I
C. HIRING TO THE YEAR 2002

1

The Planning unit has prioritized the following hiring sequence. (Social
science Hiring Recommendations)

, 1997-98: All being interviewed
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International Political Economy
Sociology (held over from 1996-97)
Social Psychology (held over from 1996-97)

1998 - 2000 - Priority list draft
First Priority: Management: business policy
Second Priority: MPA: research methods and stat in the public sector

Third Priority: Political Economy: of racism, class and gender -
especially in labor economics and/or labor history

Fourth Priority: (Not prioritized between them)
1. Political Economy: Broadly trained in economic and political

science with teaching in US history, contemporary politics,
political theory and local government

2. Psychology (Ranked)
a. Developmental Psychology (includes work with Native American

children
b. Cognitive
c. Social Work

3. Social Theorist with emphasis in history

2000 - 2002
1. Organizational behavior
2 . Social Science Historian

An earlier identified continuing hire for Masters in Teaching is to be done
in 1999-2000 for teaching in 2000-2001.

The planning unit must continue discussions on hiring needs and the overall
ability to deliver its curriculum as a result of the hiring as already listed
above as well as what other needs are for the unit as a whole.

VII. AREA ADMINISTRATION: In February 1998 the faculty of the Social Science
planning unit adopted the following covenant that covers our organizational
structure.

Purpose of the Social Science Planning Group:
The purpose of the social science planning group is to share our interests
and views of teaching and to identify student needs and interests. We will
also develop the social science curriculum and help with the planning for
Core and interdivisional offerings. We will recommend faculty assignments to
the curriculum dean and propose faculty hires that are needed in our area.
We will also work with the part-time curriculum dean to help develop a social
science part-time curriculum.

'•

Affiliations of the Social Science Planning Group:
At present there are seven constituency groups: Applied social science,
Management, MIT, MPA, Native American Studies, Political Economy, and
Psychology. We also have members who wish to affiliate only with the overall
planning group.

Structure of the Planning Group:*
To facilitate curriculum planning and faculty assignments and hiring, we have
established a steering committee to work with the planning group coordinator.
The steering committee will consist of one representative of each
constituency plus one at-large member. In doing its work the steering
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committee should give primary allegiance to the planning group as a whole and
secondary allegiance to a particular constituency group. All steering
committee meetings are open; the coordinator will send e-mail messages in a
timely fashion to notify all members of the planning group.

)
Planning Group Coordinator:**
This position is nominated by the planning group and ratified by the deans
and provost. The coordinator is responsible to represent the planning group
at planning unit coordinators' meetings, long range hiring DTF meetings, and
other meetings as needed. The coordinator also shares pertinent information
with the planning group from outside the planning group. The coordinator
calls planning group meetings, organizes the agenda, facilitates the
discussions, maintains a record of actions.

Meetings:
) Two meetings will be held during each quarter for the whole planning group.

The agenda for these meetings will reserve time to share our teaching and
intellectual interests and conduct other business as recommended by the
steering committee. The steering committee will meet as needed in the
intervening periods and may call additional meetings of the whole as needed.
The Coordinator may also call additional meetings.

>

Participation:
Each member of the planning group agrees to participate fully and in a timely
way. Members who do not do so cannot work against a decision at a later
time.

)
* Members of the Steering Committee, 1998-98 are: Applied social science:
Jose Gomez; Management: John Filmer; MIT: Michael Vavrus/Sherry Walton; MPA:
Carolyn Dobbs; Native American Studies: Alan Parker; Political economy: Peta
Henderson, and Psychology: Earle McNeil. The at-large representative is
Besty Diffendal.

)
** Planning unit coordinator for 1997-98 is Carolyn Dobbs.

VIII. EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES: Use of technology in Social Sciences

The social science area's greatest equipment use is in computers and media.
The 1998 survey of students (see below under that heading) indicated they are
generally pleased with the availability of these technologies and the
training they get in using them.•The main use of computers is in library and
Net research searches. Most programs in this planning unit include at least
one project showing students how to get the help they need from other college

: staff to understand and use these resources. Media is used in production of
video taping interviews, workshops (such as in counselor training sessions)
and documentary work. These are areas worth further exploration.

IX. PROGRAM ENROLLMENT PATTERNS 1993-97 (not including evening/weekend
enrollments or contracts)
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Summary of Social Science Offerings 1993-94 to 1996-97

Management
Studies

Programs
Courses
TOTAL

PESO
Programs
Courses
TOTAL

from SCH*
Programs
Courses
TOTAL

Total Social
Science
Programs
Courses
TOTAL

1993-94

F-FTE

34.9

34.9

134.4
9.6

144.0

212.4

212.4

381.70
9.6

391.30

W-FTE

35.2

35.2

107.2
6.1

113.3

180.7

180.7

323.1
6.1

329.2

S-FTE

30.1

30.1

53.9
17.6
71.5

150.9

150.9

234.9
17.6

252.5

1994-95

F-FTE

4.3
4.3

93.9
5.1

98.9

167.6
3.5

171.1

261.5
12.9

274.4

W-FTE

9.3
9.3

64.0
8.6

72.5

174.0
2.7

176.7

238.0
20.6

258.6

* = Health, human services, applied social theory

S-FTE

40.3
8.8

49.1

96.3

96.3

136.6
8.8

145.4

1995-96

F-FTE

65.6

65.6

172.0
1.9

173.9

210.9
3.5

214.4

448.5
5.4

453.9

W-FTE

52.3
0.3

52.6

135.6
12.3

147.9

193.7
2.9

196.6

381.6
15.5

397.1

S-FTE

32.8
0.3

33.1

162.7
24.8

187.5

110.3
2.9

113.2

305.8
28.0

333.8

1996-97

F-FTE

38.7

38.7

144.5
4.0

148.5

187.7

187.7

370.9
4.0

374.9

W-FTE

37.3

37.3

92.9
6.9

99.9

172.0
5.1

177.1

302.2
12.0

314.2

S-FTE

30.4

30.4

81.3
6.1

87.5

156.7
13.6

170.3

268.4
19.7

288.1

X. EVIDENCE OF STUDENT EXPERIENCES AND LEARNING

A. THE ALUMNI SURVEY
The Alumni survey conducted in 1996 by the office of Institutional Research
gave data related to students in social sciences and to social science
students in relation to students in other planning units. When asked to
characterize their study at Evergreen, social science students said they
rated us high in quality of education and instruction, choosing TESC and the
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same field if they were to start over again, grad placement and working full
time.

Our students rated "career readiness", "understanding science principles",
) "applying quantitative methods" and "computer use" lower then other items but

this is not surprising in so far as these (except for "career readiness") are
not high focus items for social science students. It should be noted that
"readiness for career" is still rated higher then students in other areas
rated it. Oddly enough even the scientific, quantitative items, as low as
they are in relation to other items, were still rated higher then even the

' science students rated them. This could be interpreted as more a reflection
on the level of expectation and need for application between social science
and science students rather then a rating of "objective" learning. Our
students also rated "quality of intellectual discussions with other students"
and tolerance and respect for viewpoints" lowest of their educational

I
experience items but still higher then other students rated their areas on
these.

On almost all items: "Quality of instruction", "Education you were able to
construct", "Satisfaction with Self Evaluations", Narrative Evaluations by
Faculty", "Readiness for Advanced Education", "Critically analyze
information", "Able to Define and Solve problems" and "Writing Effectively,"
the social science students rated the item at least equal (and in most cases
higher) in satisfaction then was true of students from other planning units.
In comparison to other planning units, our alumni had the highest proportion

, in graduate school (40%) and the second highest working full time (60%).

1996 Alumni Survey

Social Sciences (n=74)

Common Items in order of highest ratings
(5 = very satisfied, 1 = not at all satisfied)Mean

d. Learning independently
c. Critically analyzing written information
I. Understanding different philosophies and cultures
i. Working cooperatively in a group
a. Writing effectively
h. Defining and solving problems
k. Readiness for advanced education
m. Understanding the interaction of society and environment
b. Speaking effectively
n. Recognizing your rights/responsibilities/privileges as a citizen
e. Understanding and appreciating the arts
j. Readiness for a career
f. Understanding/applying scientific principles/methods
g. Understanding/applying quantitative principles/methods
o. Opportunities to learn computer skills (new item)

Educational Experiences in order of highest ratings
(4 = very satisfied. 1 = very dissatisfied)

4.72
4.50
4.46
4.41
4.34
4.34
4.32
4.22
4.18
4.06
3.89
3.62
3.35
3.18
3.14

Mean
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d. Evergreen's interdisciplinary approach
i. Opportunities for internships or independent study
c. The education you were able to construct as TESC student
e. The quality of instruction
h. Opportunities to work individually with faculty
b. The quality of self-evaluations
a. Narrative evaluations written by faculty
f. Quality of intellectual discussions with other students (new item)
g. Tolerance/respect for different/opposing viewpoints (new item)

3.84
3.67
3.65
3.64
3.44
3.41
3.38
3.29
3.04

Specific concerns were raised in relation to Business/Management and
Psychology/Human Services. For Business/Management they stated that in 94-95
there were no good choices of classes. There was some concern that some
programs they had enrolled in were advertised as management and public
interest but the faculty were out of touch with the public sector and today's
realities. Specifically, in social work and psychology alumni stated it was
hard to integrate arts and science and we need to strengthen true
interdisciplinary efforts. They also felt unprepared for GRE and that their
education included interesting but obscure areas of psychology. There was
some need for more mainstream theory and integration of theory and practice.
They also had to search hard to find part time components.

B. THE UNDERGRADUATE SURVEYS

1. In 1997 a college wide undergraduate survey polled students on many items
related to development of knowledge, skills and abilities since being at
Evergreen. The results specifically related to the social science are shown
in next table.

Social Science Programs

How many students from each Social Science program responded to the survey?

Code Program Number of
surveys

Student
Enrollment

Percent
Completed

12
19
21
36
42
43

American Constitution
Community, Time, Space
Community of the Self
Management in a Changing World
Money
Multicultural Counseling

26
12
28
22
24

8

38
92
35
43
26
18

68%
13%
80%
51%
92%
44%

Total programs contacted 120 252 48%

Since you have been a student at Evergreen, how much you developed your knowledge, skills, and
abilities in each of the following areas:

number mean*

30. Collecting and using information and 117 4.37

A great deal

A B C

52.1% 33.3% 13.7%

Not at all

D E

0.9%
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ideas from different areas to solve
problems.

31. Working cooperatively with others.

32. Understanding and appreciating cultural
and gender differences.

33. Applying concepts and theories to the
solution of practical problems.

34. Feeling personally engaged and
responsible in your education.

35. Using visual presentations such as
illustrations, charts, or video In your
academic work.

36. Using computer applications, such as
spreadsheets, graphics, or the Internet,
in your academic work.

117

117

117

117

117

117

4.24

4.15

4.17

4.52

3.73

3.55

40.2%

43.6%

36.8%

65.0%

23.9%

28.2%

46.2%

33.3%

46.2%

23.1%

39.3%

26.5%

12.0%

18.8%

14.5%

11.1%

25.6%

25.6%

0.9%

2.6%

2.6%

0.9%

7.7%

11.1%

0.9%

1.7%

3.4%

8.5%

>

A comparison between social science students and the college wide results are
shown in the next table.

TESC-Developed Questions from the 1997 College Student Survey
-

All Survey Responses

How many students from each area responded to the survey?

Planning Area

Culture, Text, Language
Environmental Studies
Social Science
Core Programs
Expressive Arts
Scientific Inquiry
Other

Number of
surveys

186
182
120
113
96
92
153

Percent of
total surveys

19.7%
19.3%
12.7%
12.0%
10.2%
9.8%
16.2%

Total942100.0%

Since you have been a student at Evergreen, how much have you developed your
knowledge, skills, and abilities in each of the following areas:

number mean*

30. Collecting and using information and ideas from
different areas to solve problems.

31. Working cooperatively with others.

903

902

4.21

4.10

A great d
A

42.7%

34.8%

eal No
BCD

39.9%

46.2%

14.4%

15.0%

1.7%

2.8%

t at all
E

1.3%

1 .2%
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a

32. Understanding and appreciating cultural and
gender differences.

33. Applying concepts and theories to the solution
of practical problems.

34. Feeling personally engaged and responsible in
your education.

35. Using visual presentations such as illustrations,
charts, or video in your academic work.

36. Using computer applications, such as spreadsheets,
graphics, or the Internet, in your academic work.

898

902

902

899

903

3.94

3.99

4.53

3.55

3.50

32.6%

29.5%

62.9%

22.5%

27.4%

38.4%

47.8%

29.4%

33.8%

28.5%

22.0%

17.4%

6.1%

26.6%

22.3%

4.2%

3.5%

1.0%

11.0%

10.7%

2.7%

1.8%

0.7%

6.1%

11.2%

Comparing the data for social science to the college as a whole the social
science undergraduates, like the alumni, have mean score ratings on almost
all items higher. The only item lower (and that by only .01) is "Feeling
personally engaged and responsible for your education". Though no test of
statistical significance of difference was run, it does appear that all but
"using computers" were enough different to be worth noting. Again it is
interesting that even "computer applications" is rated higher then in the
college at large.

2. During February 1998 students in three current advanced level programs
were asked to respond to questions concerning their experiences and needs
related to their education. The programs chosen represented the three
undergraduate "major" tracks: (1) Management/business - "Designing and
Managing Organizations in the 21st Century", (2) Political economy -
"International Political Economy", (3) Psychology/human services -
"Multicultural Counseling". Responses to the questionnaire are valuable
indicators of student satisfaction as well as concern. Yet they must be
interpreted with care. The sample sizes are quite small, only one program in
only one year for each area is represented (a particular content or faculty
in that class or in the prior year may push answers in a direction not
typical over the longer span) ; even though these are advanced programs a
significant number of students transferred into Evergreen in the fall and,
since the questionnaire was distributed mid-winter quarter, had not had much
time to get to know the system (though it could be argued that significant
help in many areas should be given even before classes start). The
questionnaire had several components. While not all questionnaires had
answers to all items, the percentages shown are of the total number of
questionnaires handed back for that program (Management = 30, Political
Economy = 13, Psychology/Human Services =19):

A. The first concerned general information about "major equivalents" and
advising.

1. "Do you think of yourself as on the road to getting the equivalent of an
academic major?"

yes no undecided

>

business/management 57% 24% 27%
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political economy 77% 8% 15%
psychology/human services 100%

Though it is an upper division program, the management program is not truly
> "advanced" and has almost half of its students (who answered the
questionnaire) not yet settled on a major.

2. "Do you have a sense of a major track sequence of offerings you could
follow?".

yes . no only vaguely
business/management 64% 20% 27%
political economy 23% 23% 46%
psychology/human services 53% 42% 5%

> Most students in business (despite not yet being major bound), and only about
half of the psychology students (despite all being major bound)
seemed to be clear about the track. The political science students seemed
somewhat more clear yet still most had, at best, only vague knowledge.

3. Students were also asked if "anyone had ever explained the logic of the
program sequences in the 'major' they were interested in?"

yes no
business/management 30% 67%
political economy 100%
psychology/human services 26% 47%

)
This is clearly an area we need to deal with. Eighty five percent stated they
had to figure it out for themselves. A few had gotten advising through the
advising center and a few from faculty they knew (usually in former
programs). Mostly they took the program they were in by having a personal
idea of what they needed and wanted for graduate school and jobs and read

> through the catalog until they found what seemed to fit. It must be
remembered that these are the students who are in the programs and thus
presumably had ways to get where they wanted to go. Since so few of them got
advising on this we must ask "Who are we missing that did not figure out our
curriculum?"

4."What was the quality of advising you received (if any) as it relates to
getting the proper education for a 'major'?"

none very poor poor satisfactory very good
business/management 33% 10% 7% 40% 10%
political economy 54% 0% 23% 15% 8%

i psychology/human services 26% 5'% 0% 42% 16%

The largest answer by far was "I got no advising". Of those who got advising,
most seemed satisfied, though political science students seem to be having a
harder time of it. In all three areas there were several written comments
stating a strong need for early and high quality advising by people who had
current and detailed information that was field specific.

Suggestions they offered to improve advising included:
1. General assignments to advisors by major interest area
2. Adding more drop-in times to APEL

) 3. Have more advisors in APEL that were academic specialists,
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4. Presentations in entry level and first year programs (remember that

half or more of upper level students in many programs are junior
transfers who don't feel we make provisions for the orientation
they need in the programs they find themselves entering in their
first year at Evergreen.)

5. On the issue of the desirability of having a group (like a major area or
discipline related "club") in which "to discuss topics or issues or have
guests to speak and do advising":

good idea maybe no
business/management 57% 13% 7%
political economy 54% . 38% 8%
psychology/human services 68% 21% 5%

The majority said they thought it was a good idea, but of these, many
commented that they didn't think they would have time to attend. Their
program loads were already too much for the time they had. Several also
stated that their programs served this function for them. It would be
important to talk to students more about this before moving ahead.

B. Secondly, a series of questions were asked related to skills they felt
they needed to move out from Evergreen into graduate school or the work
world. They were asked how well they felt each skill had been given them.

They answered the items using a five point scale with 1 indicating "very
poor" and 5 indicating "excellent". They also offered comments on each item.
The total listing of tabulations is too long to include here but is included
in appendix A.

.
The items that most students felt had been given to them very well to
excellent were:

1. Writing effectively
2. Logical analysis and critical reasoning
3. Seminar skills
4. Collaborative skills
5. Working independently (though management had a few more concerned

students in this area)
6. Understanding issues/concepts and problems from a multiplicity of

disciplinary perspectives,
7. Applying theoretical concepts to life situations and practice
8. Writing self evaluations
9. Ability to use equipment and technology. (Quite a few students said

they were satisfied with their ability to use media equipment and
computers. Still, there were several comments that they needed more
training in on-line library and WEB search skills. Some also felt
that the available resources (computers and library) needed to be
increased.)

Items that were fairly high but with more students feeling the item was just
satisfactory or even problematic were:

1. Preparation for graduate school (psychology students seemed more
satisfied)

2. Preparation for career (psychology was higher)
3. Working across significant multicultural differences
4. Work among people with differing points of view
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(Programs varied more on items 3,4. As one would expect
"Multicultural Counseling" students had the highest praise for
"3". Management was highest on "4")

i Items rated lowest were: - • • " : ' "" •
1. Math and statistical skills (with management higher and psychology

lowest - one student said " still you couldn't drag me to it with
a chain !")-

2. Preparation for GRE. This is a significant issue for many students,
and we need to improve what we do (or don't do) here. ••

C. The third part asked them to respond to items related to curriculum '• "•; .. *'
availability and teaching in the areas of their major interest. •'••-•'••

1. Availability of programs both at the entry and advanced level is a major
$ concern in all three thematic areas though students in the Political

Science/Econ area have less problems with these. : •- : " • ' •'-" •

2. They also felt the lack of contracts and to some degree internships.
Though the students in the advanced counseling program are all in required
internships and so have relatively few concerns there.

3. Classes outside of the catalog offerings were taken or desired by
relatively few students. Remember again a lot of students are junior
transfers. Most of the pieces taken were in summer school. For the most part
what they had taken was experienced as satisfactory. At the same time there

y was concern expressed that there seemed to be little consistency and
predictability in part time offerings. They also said they would need
earlier and better advising on how to use the part time programs to fill
prerequisite requirements (especially for senior psych).

4. In regard to teaching: Most students answered that they were:
1. Getting enough teaching of the fundamentals in disciplines
2. Enough teaching of alternatives to mainstream ideas and concepts

in relation to their "major" area
3. Enough integrated/interdisciplinary work
4. That faculty had good contact with and teaching of new and leading

edge academic information
5. Faculty show them applications of theoretical information.
6. On the item about "biases in teaching content" only a few people

indicated they experienced it. Those that did experienced a
"liberal/leftist" leaning (least noted by the psychology
students). Most who noted it seemed not to be bothered by it.

D. Lastly they were asked "to note any other things you feel we should know
that could have been done to help you in your education at Evergreen". Most
were comments raised earlier.

Management/Business students said:

1. We need mentors especially for first year Evergreen people
2. It needs to be easier to get contracts and internships
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3. Need more accounting classes
4. Need more advanced and predictable part time studies.

Political economy students said:
1. More frequent and consistent part time offerings in the

fundamentals (such as micro/macro econ)
2. More academic counseling help
3. More computer lab space
4. Better library research programs and periodical indexing
5. GRE preparation.

Psychology/Human Services students said:
1. Need more options - the all or nothing division at the advanced

level between a stat/methods/hard science program and a
multicultural counseling/clinical program removes the needed
integration of the two areas

2. More help with GREs
3. More help locating grad schools
4. Need for more library research training and facilities (including

resources)
5. More courses and contracts and advising for the track and

prerequisites
6. Better integration of literature and history and not just'

psychology journals and texts
7. A graduate program.

.-)
XI. DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS: STRENGTHS AND NEEDS

A summation of issues raised in all the documents and discussions related to
teaching, being a student, and teaching outcomes is a long list. It is
clear that many issues are college wide as well as related to the way a
planning unit sees and organizes its collective task. At another level the
same issue might well be addressed effectively at a program or even part time
class level. The alumni and undergraduate surveys show that by and
large social science students are satisfied with the education they are
receiving. Even in those areas rated relatively low, the social science area
is more often than not at the top of ratings college and state wide.

As a new planning unit composed of several former parts, we have had to
concentrate on creating our new working relationship. Thus our focus has been
mainly on rather general organizational and structural issues of the planning
unit at large. We have only begun to address issues more directly related to
advising, teaching, and other concerns related to our day to day functioning
and interactions with students and other parts of the college. Nonetheless,
it seems we are doing quite well. At the same time there are areas we need to
concentrate energy in, in both the short and long run.

A. What we do well already.
1. A solid idea of what we would like the area curriculum to look like
2. A good start on the working relationships within the unit
3. A good start on planning of programs and staffing within the

planning unit.
4. Teaching how to write effectively
5. Teaching logical analysis and critical reasoning j
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6. Teaching seminar skills
7. Teaching collaborative skills
8. Teaching students how to work independently,
9. Teaching the understanding of issues/concepts and problems from a

multiplicity of disciplinary perspectives
10.Applying theoretical concepts to life situations and practice
11.Writing self evaluations
12.Use of equipment and technology
13.Teaching of the fundamentals in disciplines
14.Teaching of alternatives to mainstream ideas and concepts
15.Integrated/interdisciplinary work
16.Good contact with and teaching of new and leading edge academic

information
17.Showing application of theoretical information
18.Lack of academic bias (at least from most students point of view)
19.The super major issue seems to be less an issue now then in years

past

Like the students, different faculty have different levels of interest
and stress on these. Yet for most faculty, like most students, on most
of these items we are doing well.

What we need to work on:
1. Timing and advising on the "major" tracks - getting them clear in

catalog copy as well as in other places
2. Timing and advising on prerequisites for advanced programs

j 3. Help with GREs
4. Timing and advising on prerequisites for graduate schools
5. Locating graduate schools
6. More and consistent part time offerings
7. A better planned integration of part time and summer school with

core programs in a thematic area
8. Teaching quantitative skills
9. Availability of both entry level and advanced programs
10.Programs that better integrate research and counseling at the

advanced level
11.Availability of contracts
12.Finding more formally structured ways to talk and plan across

Planning Units
13.More training in research methods (esp. inter-net, library use)
14.Figuring out how to staff first year programs without undermining

thematic area needs
15. Consistency and predictability of pathway content - yet allowing

flexibility.
16. The political bias in political economy faculty
17. Helping transfer students inn orientation to Evergreen
18. First year program staffing

C. Planning Unit areas/issues as yet addressed only generally or not yet
raised and deserving discussion

1. Defining and making clear what advanced work is in the thematic
areas.

2. Do we want to test to see if what and how what we have in our
vision statement is actually being done?

) 3. Planning for the impact of faculty commitments outside of the
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planning unit; especially non-teaching commitments
4.How do we address the concern about teachers teaching things out of

their areas of strength?
5. How to deal with the high percentage of transfer students in upper

division programs: Adopting deliberate methods for assessing
students making transition to Evergreen: learning to read
carefully, take notes systematically, write regularly and in
response to faculty critique, work collaboratively with peers,
evaluations, etc.

6. Degree requirements in the "thematic" areas: "capstone" experiences
7. Designing program goal/outcome statements and their assessment
8. Addressing other student concerns: the need to get better prepared

for traditional study forms at grad schools, being shocked by
finals week and exams, the competition between grad school needs
and career needs (different students may need different things),
that the "real world is less interested in talk then skills and
experience"

9. The "general BA degree" vs "majors"
10. Issues of "mixed level programs"
11.What do we understand is a liberal arts curriculum for social

science students?
12.Issues of not enough faculty to teach what we feel we need to (and

allow rotation)
13.Advanced work assumes prerequisites and presumes long-range planning

and commitment by faculty
14. Issue of planning short term programs without attention to what

students can do before or after -,
15.What to do about not offering introductory work every year
16.Student identify or association with planning groups - to have an

academic home that is meaningful and an active connection between
faculty and students who have a long term interest in an area -
what required activities? (monthly colloquiums, area meetings at
academic fair, SOS) - keeping in mind that most students that
liked the idea questioned their ability to take the time the
attend

17.Senior projects
18.Programs designed around a topic while students want stepping

stones to advanced work
19.Students trying to find specific skills see them embedded in

programs with a lot of extra stuff they don't want
20.Some faculty have to teach same thing year after year
21.Mid-year transitions, winter and spring entry points
22.Develop better ways to include some first year students in entry

programs
23.Help students meet MIT endorsements
24.Coordinate undergrad with MPA
25.Needs for a more formal arraignment with APEL

D. Program Issues that have been raised but where the Planning Unit level may
not be necessarily the right place to discuss them (mostly raised by social
science alumni - not so much in the current undergrad survey) and other
Tcuments.

1. Some students said too many students want to do their own thing and
are not committed to programs and work assigned

2. Year long programs that can feel boring or monotonous j
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3. Seminar issues: people unprepared, people not knowing how to talk

to each other, things only semi-related to program, lack of
tolerance, spout beliefs but not discuss the material, need more
guidance, redundant argumentation

4. Self evals: unclear as to purpose or content, lack of writing
skills, lack of faculty taking the time to teach students
seminar or self eval skills

5. Issues of faculty evals of students: errors (spelling, grammar as
well as detail and advise on how to improve, too much verbiage
works against it being taken seriously by grad schools and
employers, not getting them done on time)

6.Clearly defined educational goals and objectives developed for
programs

7. Effectiveness of seminar in faculty productivity as primary
teaching tool

8. Evergreen's culture and issues of passing it on to the new faculty
9. Workloads - research and writing
10.Assessment measures of program outcomes in relation to program

goals and the stated issues
11.No effective way for students to influence the pattern of

offerings
12.Force-fit issues
13. Students leaving year long programs early - faculty teams not

reduced -lopsided work loads

THINGS WE NEED TO DO:
RIGHT NOW:

1. Get the four thematic tracks clearly defined, written up,
advertised in advising, entry level programs and the catalog.

2. Get prerequisites for advanced programs clearly defined and
advertised

3.Get our part time programs in order - especially figure out how to
integrate them into our daytime program "tracks" and advertise
the fact

WITHIN A YEAR:
1. Figure out what the intraunit/interunit entry level programs are

and what will be consistently in their content
2. Figure out how to help transfers at the upper division level
3. Figure out how to help with GRE needs
4. Find more formal mechanisms for interunit program creation
5. Find ways to help students face and prepare for the reality of

traditional graduate school experiences
6. Figure out.how to deal with how few programs allow mid-year entry
7. How to staff core contracts
8. How to regularly offer more contract FTE
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XII. APPENDICES

APPENDIX A. Social Science Assessment Questionnaires with current students

{The questionnaire was introduced as follows}

"As a student in a program that is, at least in part, considered as advanced
disciplinary studies in the {each questioner had the "major" typed in here}
part of the curriculum we would like you to help us gather information that
will allow us to know your experiences and needs and create the educational
opportunities and experiences that maximize education at TESC. This
information will be compiled for the social science area and institutional
accreditation review which the college completes every 10 years. In no way
will your identity be related to any information you provide."

For the purposes of this review, only the tabulated items are shown here.
Numbers shown are the number of people marking that response. Percentages are
of the total number of questionnaires received back in each program.

A. General issues of "major" and advising

I. Do you think of yourself as on a road to get the equivalent of an
academic major?

management /business

political science/econ

psych/human services

yes

10

6

19

no

7

1

not decided

8

2

2. Do you have a sense of a "major track" sequence of offerings in the TESC
curriculum you could follow?

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

yes

19

3

10

(63%)

(23%)

(53%)

no

6 (20%)

3 (23%)

8 (42%)

only vaguely

8 (27%)

6 (46%)

1 (5%)

3. Did anyone ever explain the logic of the program sequences in the major
you are interested in?

management /business

xolitical economy

^

yes

9 ( 3 0 % )

0

no

2 0 ( 6 7 % )

13 ( 1 0 0 %
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psych/human services26%47%

4. What is the quality of the advising you have received (if any) as it
relates to getting the proper education for a "major" ?

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

Got none

10 (33%)

7 (54%)

5 (26%)

very poor

3 (10%)

0

1 (5%)

poor

2 (7%)

3 (23%)

satisfactory

12 (40%)

2 (15%)

8 (42%)

very good

3 (10%)

1 (8%)

3 (16%)

5. How useful do you think it would be to have some kind of group that
would meet regularly and have activities related to your major area of
study (such as a "club" to discuss topics or issues or have guests to
speak and do advising)?

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

not needed

2

1

3

would be useful

21

12

13

Part B. We were interested in the skills they felt they needed to move out of
Evergreen into graduate school or the work world. "How well do you feel each
of the following has been given to you?"

(indicate by marking l-->5 on the line in front of the item. 1 is "very
poor", 5 is "excellent" - also please write any suggestions you have for
improving each)

I, Writing Effectively

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

1

2 (7%)

23

3 (10%)

1 (8%)

4 (21%)

4

12 (40%)

5 (38%)

10 (53%)

5

12 (40%)

7 (54%)

5 (26%)

2. Math and Statistic Skills



management/business •

political economy

psych/human services

J. £ J 1 O

5

2

7

(17%)

(15%)

(37%)

4

3

4

(13%)

(23%)

(21%)

7

5

4

(24%)

(38%)

(21%)

7

2

2

(2

(1

(1

4%) 4

5%)

0%) 1

(13%)

(5%)

38



3. Logical Analysis/Critical thinking

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

1

1 (4%)

2

3 (10%)

1 (8%)

3

3 (10%)

1 (8%)

2 (10%)

4

4 (13%)

4 (30%)

10 (53%)

5

19 (63%)

7 (54%)

7 (37%)
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4. Preparation for GRE

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

1

8 (27%)

4 (30%)

3 (16%)

2

3 (10%)

1 (8%)

3 (16%)

3

3 (10%)

2 (15%)

5 (26%)

4

4 (13%)

1 (8%)

1 (10%)

5

2 (7%)

2 (15%)

5. Preparation for Graduate School

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

i

3 (10%)

2 (15%)

2 (10%)

z

2 (7%)

1 (8%)

o

8 (27%)

3 (33%)

3 (16%)

i

4 (13%)

2 (15%)

5 (26%)

0

5 (17%)

3 (23%)

7 (37%)

6. Preparation for Career

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

1 (4%)

1 (8%)

1 (4%)

3 (23%)

1 (5%)

4 (13%)

5 (38%)

3 (16%)

13 (43%)

1 (8%)

7 (37%)

8 (27%)

2 (15%)

6 (37%)

7 „ Seminar skills

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

-L

1 (4%)

z.

2 (7%)

1 (8%)

_>

4 (13%)

3 (23%)

2 (10%)

t

6 (20%)

4 (30%)

5 (20%)

j

15 (50%)

5 (3.8%)

12 (63%)



. Collaborative skills (working in teams

-
management /business

political economy

psych/human services

1

1 (4%)

2 3

3 (10%)

2 (15%)

2 (10%)

4

7 (24%)

7 (54%)

9 (47%)

5

20 (67%)

4 (30%)

8 (42%)
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9. Working Independently

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

2 (7%) 3 (10%) 3 (10%)

3 (23%)

3 (16%)

i

11 (37%)

6 (46%)

6 (32%)

^

12 (40%)

4 (30%)

10 (53%)

10. Working across significant multicultural differences
1 2 3 4

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

4 (13%)

1 (8%)

1 (5%)

5 (17%)

1 (8%)

5 (17%)

6 (46%)

11 (37%)

4 (30%)

4 (21%)

6 (20%)

1 (8%)

14 (74%)

11. Working across significant differences among people with different
points of view

1 2 3 4 5

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

2 (7%)

1 (8%)

1 (5%)

1 (4%)

2 (15%)

2 (10%)

2 (7%)

5 (38%)

5 (26%)

15 (50%)

4 (30%)

4 (21%)

10 (33%)

2 (15%)

2 (10%)

12. Understanding issues, concepts and problems from a multiplicity of
disciplinary perspectives

1 2 3 4 5

management /business

political economy

^yen/human services

1 (4%) 6 (20%)

1 (8%)

4 (21%)

10 (33%)

6 (46%)

4 (21%)

13 (43%)

5 (38%)

10 (53%)



13. Applying theoretical concepts to life situations and practice
1234 5

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

1 (4%)

2 (15%)

6 (20%)

1 (8%)

2 (10%)

13 (43%)

7 (54%)

6 (32%)

10 (33%)

3 (23%)

11 (58%)
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14. Writing student self evaluations
I 2

management /business

political economy

psych/human services

2 (7%)

1 (5%)

1 (4%)7 (24%)

2 (15%)

6 (32%)

10 (33%)

6 (46%)

8 (42%)

9 (30%)

5 (38%)

4 (21%)

They were also asked about the equipment and technology they felt they
needed.

Part C. These were other general areas the questionnaire gained information
and advise on. Unfortunately, the wrong version of the instructions for this
section was distributed to the management and political science programs. The
psychology/human services students were asked to answer "yes", "no", "too
much". The other two groups used a 1 >5 scale (l=none to 5=too much) which
was quite confusing. From answers given to the psychology version and
comments written on these questionnaires it was clear that in fact most
answered this part as l=none, 2=not enough, 3=satisfactory, 4,5= fine. The
written summation of the questioner data reflects what seems to be the best
interpretation.

1. Do you feel there have been enough programs available for you in the
area you are trying to master?

a. Enough programs starting you out in a major area of interest
12345

management /business

political economy

5 (17%)10 (33%)

2 (15%)

5 (17%)

9 (69%)

4 (13%)

1 (8%)

psych/human services yes 4 (21%) no 15 (79!

b. Enough programs with advanced work
123

too much

management /business

political economy

3 (10%)

2 (15%)

7 (24%)

5 (38%)

6 (20%)

3 (23%)

5 (17%)

3 (23%)

2 (7%)
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psych/human services yes 4 (21%) no 13 (68%) too much_



•'
2. Enough contracts available

1

management /business

political economy

1 (4%)1 (4%) .

3 (23%)

5 (17%)

1 (8%)

7 (24%)

3 (23%)

5 (17%)

1 (8%)

psych/human services yes 10 (53%'no 1 (5%'too much
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3. Enough Availability of internships
1 2

management /business

^ political economy

1 (4%)3 (10%)

6 (46%)

8 (27%)

3 (23%)

5 (17%)

1 (8%)

1 (4%)

psych/human services yes 12 (63%) no 3 (16%too much

4. Enough Availability of part time studies
) 123

management /business

political economy

2 (7%)

3 (23%)

8 (27%)

4 (30%)

5 (17%)

5 (38%)

5 (17%)

1 (8%)

1 (4%)

psych/human services yes NOT ASKED no too much_

5. Enough teaching of the fundamentals in disciplines.
123 4

management /business

political economy

1 (4%)

1 (8%)

4 (13%)

4 (30%) •

11 (37%)

4 (30%)

7 (24%)

3 (23%)

1 (4%)

1 (8%)

psych/human services yes 9 (47%no 4 (21%'too much

6. Enough teaching of alternatives to "mainstream" ideas and concepts in
relation to your "major" area.

123 45

management /business

political economy

2 (7%)1 (4%)

1 (8%)

7 (24%)

4 (30%)

9 (30%)

3 (23%)

6 (20%)

5 (38%)

psych/human services yes 16 ( 84%no 1 ( 5too much

7 . Enough integrated/interdisciplinary work
123

management /business2 (7%)6 (20%)9 (30%)5 (17%)

ÎSSWIBWHSSSSSWmF^



political economy 1 (8%) 3 (23%) 6 (46%) 3 (23%

psych/human services yes 16 (84% no 1 (5%' too much
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8. Enough Faculty contact and teaching of new/leading edge academic
information

management /business

political economy

1 2

2 (7%)

1 (8%)

3

11 (37%)

6 (46%)

4

9 (30%)

4 (30%)

5

4 (13%)

2 (15%)

psych/human services yes 17 19% no 1 (5%; too much

9. Faculty ability to show you application of theoretical information
1 2 3 4 5

management /business

political economy

2 (7%) 9 (30%)

7 (54%)

13 (43%)

5 (38%)

3 (10%)

1 (8%)

psych/human services yes 17 (100s no 0 too much

10. "Political'Vother bias in teaching content( if yes-what is that bias?'
1 2 3 4 5

management /business

political economy

4 (13%)

2 (15%)

2 (7%)

1 (8%)

6 (30%)

5 (38%)

6 (20%)

4 (30%)

5 (17%)

1 (8%)

psych/human services yes 7 (37% no 8 (42%' too much

They were also asked about use of part time, summer school and contracts or
internships and whether these were satisfactory ways to get the education
they needed.

We asked if there was anything else they felt we should know that could have
been done to help them in their education at Evergreen.

APPENDIX B: EXAMPLES OF RECENT AND CURRENT PROGRAMS 1996-97

APPENDIX C: EXAMPLES OF INNOVATIONS IN TEACHING:

WRITING

SEMINAR SKILLS

SELF EVALUATIONS


